STAPLERS IN DIGESTIVE SURGERY. Technological advancement in surgeons’ own hands


In this current issue of ARQUIVOS de GASTROENTEROLOGIA a multicentric study with the use of mechanical suture in rectocele surgical correction is published. The evolution of mechanical sutures by means of stapler use has become a real technological advancement process, as it has represented the concept of a new product with the combination of new functions that have resulted in improvements and effective gains of quality or productivity in the handicraft suture process that has been done by surgeons for centuries, particularly in visceral anastomoses.

Although the concept of minimally invasive surgery has come following the videolaparoscopic era, the effect of minimizing the operative trauma has certainly been the main attribute in the use of staplers, especially in the application in difficult access operative fields. The pioneer use of such devices in the pelvis, to reach the low rectum and, the esophagogastric junction, has allowed the association of two fundamental concepts in oncological surgery, radicality and possibility of organofunctional preservation, directly improving patients’ evolution.

Ever since the beginning of stapler use in abdominal surgeries in mid-1908, with Victor Fischer and Hümér Hültl, and in 1924, with Petz Aladar, the surgical procedure has become more practical and objective, despite higher costs. Currently, the employment of staplers in great surgical procedures has become a more and more often and necessary practices, mainly in more complex laparoscopic operations that might apply extensive resections and digestive reconstructions. Significant improvement in surgical results is then observed, due to the reduction of the operative time and lengthiness of hospitalization, with the evidence of reduction of complications, mostly in face of effective hemostasia and lower tissue trauma.

In the literature, the major studies and most of available high quality evidences describe the use of staplers in esophageal, gastric and colorectal resections, as there is a routine in their use. The evidence of literature shows that stapler anastomoses lead to a shorter operative time, although more expensive than the ones performed manually. As for morbidity rates and fistula occurrence, the results are similar or even better when compared to the manual technique. However, the proper use of staplers and the surgeons’ experience remain as crucial issues to succeed in the use of such devices, implying the necessity of combination of both clinic-surgical experience and technical training, providing regular systematization and standardization.

Clearly, the esophageal resections have been facilitated by those devices in making the gastric tube to be pulled through, as well as in the performance of intrathoracic or cervical anastomosis, without any difference in complications after esophagectomy, and shorter operative time in the mechanical anastomosis group.

The bariatric surgery maybe has been the subgroup of procedures that has more benefits with the use of staplers, mainly for provide the gastric section in a smallest possible space, in conventional or laparoscopic way, making the procedure safer and feasible, specially with the arrival of the flexible tip staplers and special cartridges, with more stapling lines and different size of the cramps.

In the colorectal surgery, the stapler use has been provided lower anastomoses and in patients with clearly unfavorable anatomy, due the narrow pelvis. Many published meta-analyses concluded that there is no difference between conventional or stapled operation when compared about morbid-mortality. However, same authors highlight the importance of the correct management of these devices, causing complications related to higher rates of morbidity and mortality in the inadequate technique of stapling procedure.

In colon’s resection, staplers had long increased as well as laparoscopic approach, allowing its use in a large number of segments of the anastomoses with linear or circular staplers. Several randomized trials have demonstrated the effectiveness of the PPH (procedure for prolapsed and hemorrhoidopexy) in the treatment of hemorrhoids, and rectal prolapsed, with special attention to the selection of indications.
In pancreatic resections, staplers have benefit only in distal pancreatectomy(18), although there is a discussion about the results in regular use or selected cases(16). In hepatic surgery, the pioneered use of staplers occurred in vascular hepatic veins(11), and now the left lateral segment hepatectomy is preferably performed laparoscopically with the use of staplers for vascular ligation and section of the parenchyma(4, 6, 15). Laparoscopic liver resections have become increasingly frequent in the last decade, including application in liver transplantation.

Thus, there is the prospect of using the mechanical suture in endoscopic procedures in the field of control of gastroesophageal reflux, some form of gastropexy for bariatric procedures in the treatment of obesity and also from the increment of the techniques through natural orifice.

The accumulated experience over all these decades of the use of staplers is a real manifestation of the association between the fields of surgical knowledge to the technological advancement carried out by technology companies.
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